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From WICCAN REDE BELTANE 2009 
PETER J.  CARROLL FEATURE – Morgana & Saddie 

 
Who is Peter J. Carroll?  
 
Good question. Somewhere his name rings a bell, but from where?  
 
Last September (2008) I decided to go to the “Colours Of Chaos” conference in 
London. Intrigued by the recent developments within Chaos Magic I was not 
disappointed by the talks I heard. Suddenly the mystery guest appeared – Peter 
Carroll. Things were beginning to dawn.. He was obviously an appreciated guest 
judging by the warm welcome the audience gave. His down to earth attitude and his 
very British sense of humour and use of understatement immediately struck me. 
How refreshing!  
Having mentioned the release of his new book “The Apophenion”, I immediately 
approached Mogg from the publishing house “Mandrake of Oxford” with a request 
for a review copy. Peter was also behind the bookstall. So who better to ask than 
the author himself? “Yes sure.” was the answer. To cut a long story short this 
chance meeting lead to an interview a couple of months later, in the UK. Plus 
receiving a review copy of “the Apophenion”. (See review elsewhere in PW.)  
 
So who is he, you may still be asking? As one of the 
founding members of “Magical Pact of the Illuminates of 
Thanateros” (IOT) he is one of the luminaries of modern 
magick, specifically “Chaos Magick”. Whilst Austin Osman 
Spare has been described as the “Grandfather of Chaos 
Magick”, Peter Carroll has been one of the most influential 
authors. 
 
Born on January 8, 1953 in the South of England he grew 
up in the post-WWII years of modernisation, the developing 
Welfare State and the Sexual Revolution. He writes, “I 
enjoy 'the sixties' immensely. In England this cultural period extends from about 
1968 to 1978. The women wear flared jeans and long hair and take the pill. The 
publishing houses reprint Crowley and a tidal wave of esoterica follows. Soon I start 
doing this stuff for real, I get my own black robes and together with the London 
Illuminati of the day, start conjuring in gothic graveyards and luridly decorated 
bedsits.   I scrape through college with a precisely calculated minimum pass, 'a 
gentleman's degree' as we call it.” (1)  
And like many of us at the time we go overland to the mystical land called India. ☺ 
 
However it was in the late 1970’s when Peter joined forces with Ray Sherwin and 
published a magazine called “The New Equinox” that his imprint was really made. 
In about 1977/78 IOT was founded. The name Thanateros refers to the duality of 
Thanatos (Death) and Eros (Love) Incorporating elements of Thelema, Zos Kia 
Cultus (or school of magic developed by Austin Osman Spare), Shamanism, Tantra 
and Taoism it was a new magickal order.  
 
“The new style of magic they introduced, focusing on practical skills as opposed to 
metaphysical systems, became known as Chaos Magic. In the 1980s they began to 
attract a following in England, Germany and Austria, including influential occult 
writers and practitioners.” (2) 
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He led the group for a number of years before going into retirement. This was partly 
caused by what has been called the “Ice Magick Wars” and the disagreement with 
Frater U:D:.  The appearance of his recent book “the Apophenion” (08-08-2008) 
would appear to have marked another turning point in his career.  
  
What is Chaos Magick?  
 
It has been defined as being:  
 
“Chaos Magick today essentially is a system derived from many individuals, formed 
into a new method of sorcery. Chaos Magick is a TOOL, not a structure. Many 
techniques and traditions are brought into this effective form of sorcery yet 
anything at anytime can be changed, altered or more or less form fitted to achieve 
the results desired.  
 
Chaos Magick is formed from many traditions, in the current age it seems almost 
perfect. There is nothing, which would be denied or ignored due to dogma. The 
system of Chaos implements the foundation of change and progression.” 
 
“Chaos Magick is not a system within itself. It is actually a definition of action, 
course of study and a non-lineal way of looking at the subjective universe. 
Everything can be changed, altered and will to become something else. If you are 
sure it won’t happen, it probably will and can. Chaos Magick can be as dangerous 
as it is beneficial. It demands a mind, which is able to understand the fragile nature 
of being that is known as I and what our potential of growth is. It also demands one 
to Know thyself.”   
(From “Chaos Magick and Luciferism” by Michael Ford) (3) 
 
      *** 
 
Meeting Peter J. Carroll – the interview, November 2008, UK,  Part One 
 
M: Is there anything from a biographical point of view which has been 
influential on your life? 
 
P: In my youth, I had and I still do have occasionally some psychic things with my 
mother. Just matters of family business and I sometimes hear this… I sometimes 
hear her voice from a vast distance away saying something very brief which is 
confirmed later on. I have experienced it a few times. In my childhood there was one 
particular example of when I wanted something very badly – it was only a toy, I was 
only about ten – and I got it against insane odds, and I begun to wonder if Will 
could have a direct effect on reality. I began to wonder about that at a young age. 
And when I became about sixteen or seventeen, I read every book on Witchcraft in 
the library, in the local library. There weren’t many books on Magic those days. 
 
M: No, because we’re talking about the seventies.  

 
P: When I went to college, I went there to study chemistry, which I had found 
fascinating up to the age of about sixteen. By the age of about eighteen I knew as 
much chemistry as I really wanted to know for one lifetime, and I found the 
presentation of chemistry and the subject material itself and the teachers at 
university incredibly dull. And so I basically started reading a lot more widely in 
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Magic. A lot of material was starting to be published at this time, and I think I 
begun reading Eliphas Levi, and then Aleister Crowley, and people like William 
Gray. I got hold of the massive Golden Dawn book and within a couple of years a 
few friends and I were doing a few experiments with rituals and spells.  
 
M: You were actually in London by this time? 

 
P: Yes I went off to London at the age of eighteen, but it must have been about ’71. 
And I studied chemistry there for three years, without much enthusiasm, and then 
mucked about for about a year; then a year of teacher training, followed by a couple 
of years of teaching, and then set off overland to India. But in the years before I left 
for India, I just about managed to get my first set of ideas together, which was 
published in the now very ancient Morton Press white edition of “Liber Null”.  
 
M: Morton Press? 
 
P: Yes. I only ever saw one copy that he made. And then when I got back from all 
my travels from India and Australia, I moved to East Morton, and Ray (Sherwin – 
ed.) republished the book, and sold the limited edition to the Sorcerer’s Apprentice. 
We republished what was known as the “Red Edition”.  
 
M: And this was before you got the “Illuminates of Thanateros” (IOT) 
together? 
 
P: Well, we basically started that up in Leeds. Well, you know, in East Morton. And 
then Chris Bray republished “Liber Null” and he also published an extension to it, 
which I called “Psychonaut”. Then I went back to India for about 
a year and when I came back I arranged (to have the book 
published)… in fact, Israel Regardie helped me. Israel Regardie 
persuaded Weiser’s to take on the book. And then after that I 
was contacted by Frater U.D. in Germany. He invited me over to 
do some lectures and seminars, and it was really from that that 
the German and Austrian parts of the Pact developed over a 
period of about four or five years. People from America went 
back and created an American section. And the British section 
became pretty large as well. During that time I produced the 
next book, which was “Liber Kaos”. Then there were the events of 
the “Ice War”, where basically Frater U. D. got connected to a 
very authoritarian cult, which I didn’t know very much about but I very much 
disapproved of what I heard of. Then there was big fallout between him and me 
because he was basically trying to take members out of our organisation into this 
new one. It was a big schism, a big war for about a year that has come to be known 
as the “Ice War”. It’s all up on the ’Net. Anyway, after that Frater U. D. was 
effectively kicked out  of the IOT, and of other magical orders as well. I went back 
and did one final annual meeting in Austria and after that I decided to retire and 
take a long sabbatical.  
 
M: But there has been quite a few annual general meetings in Austria since 
then?  
 
P: Yes, they have carried on. An AGM can be held anywhere; it has been in England 
a couple of times, and in America a couple of times. And just as a sort of parting 
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shot I wrote “Psybermagick”, which is just a sort of collection of bits and pieces 
structured rather like “The Book of Lies”. It was quite a short book really.  

 
There were several reasons for leaving. I really had to give more 
attention to my family and business. It was taking up an awful lot 
of my time. And I also wanted to research some theoretical things, 
particularly in connection with three-dimensional time. I actually 
spent many years on that, learning a great deal of physics I 
missed out on in college and it was quite a big labour working all 
that out. A lot of what I came up with has since appeared on my 
Specularium website (http://www.specularium.org) which I have 
kept going ever since.  
 
But then about four years ago I was contacted by the “Maybe 

Logic Academy”, which was set up by Robert Anton Wilson as a sort of online 
lecture facility. He invited me … initially I think we did an eight-week course, and 
that went off pretty well and a lot of people turned up from there. And then I 
repeated that, and than I did another one on Chaos Magick in business. That was 
for a period of about a year or two and I liked the structure of it, but I didn’t like 
they way it just came to an end and everybody seemed to want it to keep it going, so 
I decided to open the Arcanorium College (http://www.arcanoriumcollege.com) 
which basically stayed open all the time. Quite a number of people who’ve been on 
my Maybe Logic talks have joined me on that and I got some old friends from the 
old days to help me with it. Then it was partly that, that got me on writing the final 
book, “the Apophenion”. I had all these ideas I have been researching for more than 
a decade and the people on Arcanorium gave me a critical appraisal on it and some 
helped with the spelling and thus the book came out of there. Arcanorium 
continues, and that’s about it very rapidly.  
 
S: The first question that immediately came to mind was “Liber Kaos” was 
probably more of a popular science book than a book on magic. Apophenion 
compared to Liber Kaos was an easy reading and it was very well explained 
in layman’s terms. 
 
P: This was partly because I had plenty of feedback on Arcanorium College while I 
was writing it, and everyone was asking me to explain things that I put up as we 
went along. They’d say I don’t understand this, so I had to rewrite to make it 
understandable. And everyone says this latest book is much easier to understand. 
Even my mother claims to have understood it. So yes, I spend a lot of time 
explaining myself and trying to make things clear. You see, the first two books were 
notebooks for myself. When I sat down to write them in my twenties and early 
thirties, I thought what book would I liked to have picked up when I was eighteen, 
because many of the books I picked up when I was eighteen seemed to be very 
confusing and not very straightforward. I thought I’d write down what were 
essentially my magical notes. My notes to myself about how to do things. If it’s 
difficult to read, that’s because I basically wrote it to myself, not an audience. 
Whereas with the Apophenion, my audience read it as I was going along, so I had to 
make it comprehensible to them as well.  
 
M: One’s mind does change as one gets older, whether you like it or not. You 
have an expectation as a young person. But when you look back on it, you 
think: “I never actually changed”. Have you found it now with the 
Apophenion, that, say, some of the ideas you had at eighteen, actually 
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haven’t changed? And you get to a point where you say: “okay, I can 
verbalise now, what I couldn’t then”. Have you had that kind of experience? 
 
P: Well, they do say that all philosophy is autobiography. That’s why people write 
philosophy when they’re older, rather than when they’re younger. When you’re 
younger you have all kind of ideas. They don’t fit together very well. As you get 
older, you polish them up and make them fit better. Maybe that’s why the book 
seems more coherent. Some of the ideas in the early books may be interesting in 
themselves, but may contradict other ideas. Whereas perhaps writing a book later 
in your life you have time to make it coherent.  
 
M: In my experience one has a vision, and life experience either contradicts 
or confirms it. Have you had that experience? Just take working with magic, 
at a given point you find out this works and that doesn’t work.  

 
P: There are many theoretical things in the Apophenion. 
The germ of some of those ideas are in the early books, 
but they were only wild guesses. I would say: “surely 
there must be some connection between divination and 
clairvoyance” or “there must be some connection between 
casting spells and quantum randomness. How can you 
affect something which is fixed? It must be, or must not 
be, fixed”. So in the early books I sometimes invoked 
those ideas, but didn’t do so in any detail. What I did 
during my sabbatical was basically try and make the 
theory make sense. So that’s why the last book seems to 
make sense, whereas the early books are just some wild 
guesses. There are one or two bits in the early books that 
I would revise now if I were rewriting them. Not that they 
were wrong, but they were just incomplete. I would 
definitely write them in a different way now. I spent most 

of my early career doing intensely practical things – lots of rituals, lots of spells -, 
and I spent the later part trying to understand how these things work in theory. Or 
how they could work. Or what such phenomena say about the way the universe 
works. I used the phrase in the Apophenion, borrowed from Thomas Vaughn, that 
‘a witch is a rebel in physics’. If you experience something magical happening, or 
you believe that magical things can happen, then that really says something quite 
unusual about the universe. And culture doesn’t tend to believe it generally. Some 
would say it’s anti-scientific or against the laws of cause and effect, or reason. But 
when such things happen, I at least am interested in developing a theory to explain 
it. Most of the developments of culture have come up by people trying to 
understand anomalies or things that don’t fit. And it struck me that magic was 
showing me some anomalous behaviour in the universe that deserves investigating.  
 
Some people seem to be into magic purely for the romance of sorcery and because 
they enjoy doing it, because they find out it works. Those things have appealed to 
me too, but it also interests me on a philosophical and theoretical level as well. 
Some people don’t respond to that. At the Colours of Chaos conference some people 
cheered or booed to various things. They said “quantum physics”, and half the 
audience went “Yay!”, half the audience went “Boo!”. In this week’s New Scientist, 
there was a lead article on how information leaks back from the future. We’ve been 
talking about this for centuries in magic, now there seems to be some sort of 
acceptance even amongst the hard physicist community. It is a quite recent 
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development. And even philosophers, who these days are often very far behind 
cutting-edge science, are finally beginning to wake up to the underlying weirdness 
of the universe. I think that the magicians are ahead of the philosophers at the 
moment in accepting these things, but the reasons for which they accept them are 
often quite different. I think yes, there seems to be a bit of a change of paradigm. I 
think it’s been going on since the revolution at the end of the sixties, really, still 
ongoing, perhaps.  
 
M: That seemed to reach a peak between ’76 and ’80. So many people were 
active in that period, and it’s still having an effect.  
 

P: That may have something to do with the generation of the 
1950’s finally getting into their thirties and forties, and finally 
achieving access to publishing and finally achieving positions 
of influence in society. We might have seen it flare in that 
period, but I think it probably goes back to the people born in 
1950 or a bit after. I think one exception is Robert Anton 
Wilson. When I met him, he was about as old as my dad, yet 
he was at the leading edge of many of the ideas of my 
generation. And that’s what really impressed me about him. He 
just died, and he must have been in his late seventies. In many 
respects he was way ahead of his time.  
 
M: There really seems to be a lot happening in that era. I 
mean there was the generation of Aleister Crowley and 

the Golden Dawn, and then suddenly there were these young people. There 
must have been a change in the Inner Planes… 
 
P: Some people put it down to the 1944 education act. [laughs]. Also a lot of people 
say that every occult revival is led by a publishing revival, and it was in that era 
when books became quite cheap. I was looking at the history of the publications of 
Crowley’s Equinox. When it first came out, it was basically only a folio magazine, or 
whatever they call it, but it cost a working man’s wages every week. We had a mass 
of cheap paperbacks produced. Imagine if you wanted to buy the Key of Solomon 
back in the 1930’s. You couldn’t afford it. But now we have it in paperback, for the 
fees of an hour’s work. I think all these things made a big difference. Also, the war 
did away with most of the certainties. When I grew up, I was never taught 
patriotism, but my father grew up with it. I wasn’t taught to revere the Church or 
anything, really, which previous generations were. So, there were very big changes. 
It was also the first time in history when young people had money and didn’t have 
the obligation to marry young. And it was the first time in history when the parents 
didn’t have to be dependent on their children at their old age. Before they were 
desperately pushy with their children. That’s something I know from the Third 
World. When people have huge families the first thing they want to tell you is 
“There’s my old age pension!” 
 
M: And what was your reason to go to India? Why India, and not America, 
for example? 
 
P: The Hippie Trail was less well established in those times. Nowadays 
“backpacking” just means getting on a jet to anywhere in the World, but in those 
days it was expensive to do that. But it was still popular to go overland from 
England all the way to Kathmandu. The land route was open; we didn’t have the 
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terrorist problems that we have now. We had the tales of the people who went and 
came back. And the lure of the mystical East. I had previously travelled to Morocco 
one summer, but I couldn’t say I cared for that. I mean, I like the exoticism of their 
culture, but I didn’t like the way the people behaved. India just seemed to call. It 
was far away enough to be fascinating, but not so far you couldn’t get there. My 
girlfriend and I just literally walked to the south of London with a piece of 
cardboard saying “India”. It might have amused the British lorry drivers.  
 
M: But that was the way we use to travel those days.  
 
P: Yes. I did the London – Leeds trip about six times, mostly faster than the train. I 
wouldn’t like to try it these days. Economists have calculated that 1974 was 
probably the highest quality of life we ever had in this country.  
 
(to be continued)  
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NEWS FROM PFI – MAY 2009 
 

Impressions of the 9th PFI Netherlands Conference 
 

 
 
Here are a couple of impressions of this year’s conference in the Netherlands:  
 
From Dagda:  
 
Failte everybody,  
 
We are just back from the yearly Pagan Federation International gathering, we 
really had a lot of fun there. This Dutch event has a really nice buzz to it.   
 
We bought some nice Pagan books and stuff from Tante Toet, which included a 
lovely Dutch Drenthe Mid Winter Horn, which was used in the opening and closing 
rituals, and a lovely silver Shiela Na Gig. (They always have good occult stalls at the 
event). Thanks for the Drenthe horn Tante Toet, it really made a lovely Dutch 
welcoming for the people and the Otherworld Spirits that were there at the Rituals 
and the Conference.   
 
This year Boann and I did the opening and closing rituals in a Fili/Druidic style. 
Which reading from the web reviews everyone really enjoyed. There was a special 
emphasis on friendship, tolerance, kindness, on acknowledging each other and 
remembering that we are all on a spiritual journey.  
 
The atmosphere throughout the day was warm, fun and really friendly. For many 
people it felt like they were coming home, an oasis of peace to recharge their 
spiritual batteries and to safely be their pagan selves among friends. Pagan events 
like this are a really lovely way for new people to safely enter the Pagan world. We 
had a great time there and we met a lot of nice people there.  
 
The team of people that helped us with the Opening and Closing Rituals did an 
excellent job and all the PFI and PFI Netherlands participants were great. The real 
credit for these rituals' success goes to the all the people that participated. Roughly 
two hundred people opened up and gave their warm positive friendly energy to the 
rituals, and also to the event for the day.  
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As has been said already Lady Bara did an excellent job and really deserved the 
applause she received at the closing ritual, as this year’s event had a lot of teething 
problems for her solve and overcome.  
 
The whole event was a really great Pagan gathering of the Tribes. This year we had 
250 people mostly Dutch, but others were from Belgium, Bulgaria, Cornwall, 
Hungary, England, France, Germany, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, USA and Russia.  
 
Some of the topics covered in the talks and classes there were;- Astral Travelling, 
Belly Dancing, Irish Dancing, The Elysian Mysteries, Irish Wakes and the Bean 
Chaoine tradition,  
 
And even Morgana stepped in at the last moment to help out, she gave a talk on 
"God and Goddess names and their place in Wicca". We also had the lovely Kit 
Berry the author of the 'Stonewylde' books there, whose books were completely sold 
out.  
 
There was one point in the closing ritual that really stood out for me, when Cornish 
Ebany gave thanks to the spirits of the Air, the birds outside joined in and sang 
very melodiously just before and after Lady Bara's standing ovation from the PFI 
members. In Irish myths birds are sometimes spirits of the Shee and also our 
ancestors in disguise. The spirits must have been very happy with all the singing 
they were doing.    
 
After the closing ritual there a nice meal served and then the fun started up again 
with Luc and Caroline s excellent Belgian Band 'Panasche'. They were in top form 
and played some really good music. This event was really how a pagan event should 
be, energetic, exciting, friendly, with new experiences blended with practical 
experience and knowledge. Yet it still kept its lust for life, intelligence, kindness and 
fun aspects.”  
 
Tinkerbell:  

 
“I loved the opening and closing rituals! The description of "gathering of the tribes", 
was including everyone, and the path through the Beltane fires... fabulous!  
The workshops I did were very different but very good in their own way. 
GardenStone about Asatru, Frigga about the Seidhmothers, Boann & Dagda in a 
personal and moving workshop that brought me to tears...”  
 
BajorRon:  
 
“… and to finish things off, a dance workshop, belly-dancing with Luna Verde, while 
my husband went for something quieter, Kit Berry's lecture. Luna had already 
started when we came in, and I was immediately thrown into deep water, being 
handed a veil and told to improvise with it. I did my best to recall the lessons from 
the previous workshop, and after a while I started to feel reasonably assured. Belly-
dancing is an interesting way of moving, and requires a rather sophisticated 
technique that is not easily mastered and requires a lot of practice. It is wonderfully 
earthy and because you are focussing so hard on what your body is supposed to do, 
any floaty feeling is quickly dismissed and replace by an enjoyment of your body. 
Luna presented us with a rich variety in musical styles and challenges. Always a 
great way to conclude the formal part of this conference!” 
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Gwiddon: 
 
 “I got to admit that this is the first pagan event I've been to in almost three years, 
and my very first conference in Europe. As someone who's organized pagan events 
before, I can really tell how much effort it requires, so my hat goes off for Lady Bara 
- despite the last minute changes she was able to make it all work!! I also 
appreciate being given the opportunity to participate in the ritual, and deliver the 
message in my native language - Russian. As I was saying the words, the old spirits 
of my motherland perked their ears and peaked into the sacred space to listen to 
what is going on ” 
 
Kit Berry/Mr. B:  
 
"We're back now! Safe and sound!... although it was sad to have to leave.  
 
We had an outstanding time. We were so well looked after by Sorcha and Ebany 
and everyone we met was so friendly and welcoming. It made our trip to 
Netherlands so memorable. So a big thank you to Sorcha and Ebany for looking 
after us.  
 
The PFI conference was a wonderful event and was a great opportunity for us to 
network and tell everyone about Stonewylde. And what a success that was! 
However, it was clear that Sorcha, Ebany and others had already done a great job of 
promoting Stonewylde before we'd arrived. We sold out of the books very quickly 
with the last Magus being snapped up in a frenetic lunge past a couple of other 
browsers! We also sold a lot of t-shirts and cards. We just wish we had taken more 
stock with us to satisfy all the newcomers.” 
 
On behalf of PFI I would like to thank everyone for making this a memorable day! 
What a great crowd – looking forward to continuing the networking in cyberspace 
on PFI Forum.  
 
www.forum.paganfederation.org 
 
Blessed Be,  
Morgana 
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How Tortoise Lost His Tail 
Australian Aborginal Dreamtime Legend 

 
Across the river of death lay the gigantic tortoise that bridged the gulf between the 
land of men and the land of souls. The spirits of men were required to cross the 
river before they could reach the world of eternal life, and the only path by which 
they could travel lay across the tail of the tortoise. It stretched over the swiftly 
flowing river from one bank to the other. 
 
No one knew what would happen when death came, and the spirit set out on its 
long journey to the land of spirits, until a man returned to tell them of his 
experiences. 
 
'I travelled across a wide plain,' he said. 'In the distance I saw the gleam of running 
water and knew that I would have to cross the river. When I came close to it, I saw 
that the banks were steep, and that no man could hope to live in the rushing 
torrent. But the way was made plain. There is a giant tortoise by which the souls of 
men may cross. On the far shore the shell of the tortoise rises up like a mountain, 
and its head is as big as a small hill. Its mouth is full of sharp white teeth, and its 
eyes gleam like fire. 
 
'There is no other way to cross. I stepped on to the tail and ran across as quickly as 
I could, but I had not gone half the distance when the tortoise wriggled and I fell 
into the river. I was tossed about like a twig and carried into a dark tunnel. I 
thought I would have died a second time, because I was dashed against rocks, and 
bruised and cut by their sharp edges. Look, you can see the scars which will tell 
you better than any words of mine that what I say is true. 
 
'Presently I was carried into the daylight again, and I saw many people playing by 
the banks of the river, hunting, and gathering firewood. Some of them were our own 
people who have died, but I do not think that the river is the true land of spirits. It 
may be that they are still resting before they continue their journey. 
 
The river swept me past them and carried me into the ocean, where I was battered 
by the waves, and the salt water stung my wounds. I was washed to and fro. The 
salt water healed my bleeding body, and after a long time I was thrown up on a 
sandy beach. When my strength returned I kept the sun on my left side, crossing 
wide plains and high mountains, until at last I reached my home. You can see for 
yourselves that I have returned.' 
 
'What shall we do?' he was asked. 'When the time comes for us to die, how shall we 
escape the tortoise with the long tail and the wicked head?' 
 
'Someone who is strong and fearless and has the power of the great spirits must 
take an axe and cut off the tail of the tortoise. Men will then be able to travel the 
road in safety.' 
 
'Who shall it be?' they asked, and they looked at the wirrinun, the sorcerer who 
lived with them. 
 
'I know you are looking at me,' he said with a smile, 'and you are relieved that it is 
me who has the power and not you. Very well. I shall die this night, and I will do as 
you wish. But when you bury my body you must also bury my axe with me.' 
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The next day the spirit of the wirrinun rose from his body in the newly-dug grave, 
took his axe and set out for the river. He went by a circuitous route and climbed a 
tall tree, where he sat on a branch, waiting to see what would happen. Far below 
him the souls of men reached the river bank, looked round them, and when they 
realised that there was no other way across the river, began to walk along the 
outstretched tail. Before they reached the opposite bank, the tortoise twitched his 
tail, and they were shaken off and swept away in the river. 
 
The wirrinun descended the tree, went over to the tip of the tortoise's tail, and ran 
lightly across it. He sped over like a gust of wind, feeling the sharp jerk as the 
tortoise tried to shake him off, but he was running so fast that he reached the body 
of the creature before the tail could swing into action. Turning round, the medicine 
man gave a terrific blow with his axe and severed the tail at the root. The tortoise 
reared up, twisted in the air, and fell on the bold wirrinun. But the sorcerer was 
ready for him. He wriggled clear, the axe descended a second time, and the ghastly 
head rolled on the ground. 
 
With a sigh of relief, the wirrinun went to a tall tree and cut it down so that it fell 
across the river, providing a safe bridge for all the souls who would come that way. 
At the root of the tree there was a snake which uncoiled its body and flicked its 
tongue at him. With a final blow he cut off its head. 
 
The body of the tortoise was still quivering, and the wirrinun felt a momentary pang 
of pity. After all, the creature had but obeyed the will of the great spirits who had 
designed the pattern of the universe, and had appointed him as the pathway for 
men's souls. It was destiny that had brought him to this place and had changed the 
passage of souls for all the days to come. The tortoise had been the unwitting 
instrument of fate, and the bulk that lay helpless on the river bank had not acted of 
its own volition. 
 
The wirrinun could not restore its tail, but the snake's head still lay by the tree 
stump. He picked it up, cut off the poison fangs with his knife, and joined it to the 
stump of the tortoise's neck. 
 

That is why every tortoise has a short, stumpy tail and the 
head of a snake. 
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MARIJA GIMBUTAS AND THE EUROPE OF THE MOTHER 
By Morgan Mac Phoenix – Athame nr 19 – Year 4 – Litha 
Translated by Luna Verde, December 2008/January 2009 

 
 
In many Wiccan and neo-pagan traditions, it is generally accepted that the figure of 

the Goddess, as feminine principle, is seen in 
the triple nature of Virgin, Mother and Crone, 
just as in the verses of the “Triple Goddess 
Chant” by Zsusanna Emese Budapest1.  
 
But how old is this concept? How far do we have 
to travel back in time to discover its origins? 
Many students of Antiquities have asked this 
question, just as many of the followers of the 
Goddess asked where and when we should look 
for the origin of their own cult... 
 
In modern history people tried many times to 
give a convincing answer to this question: there 
have been made many researches made, many 
studies and a lot has been written about this 
subject. We could quote James Frazer2, talking 
about the cult of Diana, Charles Godfrey 
Leland3 about the Italian tradition, Gerald 

Brosseau Gardner4, who suggests the possibilities of Eastern origins, Margaret 
Murray5, who analyses the cult in Western Europe, Robert Graves6 who studies the 
evolution of the feminine divine figure through the millennia, Merlin Stone7 who 
shocked the public opinion with the title “When God was a Woman”... and we could 
continue this way, quoting many names of people who racked their brains about 
this question... 
 
There have been many suppositions made, many solutions have been given to solve 
the enigma of the origin. And the work made from a discipline whose research 
methods8 are very recent, and is nourished from those hypotheses and theories, 
which can help the studies asking the correct questions about the ancient times: 
Archaeology. 
 

                                       
1  “The Holy Book of Women’s Mysteries, Z. E. Budapest, Wingow Press (Berkeley, CA) 
2  J. Frazer will deepen the cult of Diana in the Sanctuary of Nemi in his book “The Golden Bough”, to bring  

back to the pre-roman times, to the Sabean culture.                                              
3 C. G. Leland, keen on antiquity and mythology, is author of  “The Gospel of Witches”,  a book which should be 
known by all the Goddess worshippers, because, though it is outmoded, it could be used as a document about 
witchcraft literature. 
4 The author, in his book “Witchcraft today”, explains in chapter VIII how witches and their practices should 
come from the East, in particular from Egypt. 
5 Archaeologist, already notified in her time, M. Murray reconstructs an interrupted pagan cult of the Triple 
Goddess through historical documents and fragments in her book “The Witch Cult in Western Europe”. 
6 The humanists, because of his dictionary of classic mythology already know Graves: he was in fact an expert 
of Old Greece. Already from this work we can find, in the form of some hints, the figure of the Goddess, which 
he studies and analyses anyway in a magisterial way in his “The White Goddess”, work known in this case also 
by many witches, where a lot of aspects of the Multiform are illustrated. 
7 The author invites in his work to re-discover a past which is burned away from millennia of “Judeo-Christian 
myth”, as he describes it himself. The social figure of the matriarchy is here compared to the following one 
which substituted her with violence: the patriarchy. 
8 E. Harris and the principles of stratigraphy 
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Though neo-paganism and Wicca are in most cases “happy revivals”9 of ancient 
cults and of course they cannot speak really of a true chronological continuity 
(especially in the case of Wicca), archaeology wants to analyse the ancient 
civilisations through the finds which are left in the strata of the earth, and it is very 
important to understand that what we believe in today, has a very ancient origin 
anyway. Nowadays there are some hints of concepts of very old rituals, even from 
pre-history! 
 
I will not talk at length about this relationship between ancient times and neo-
paganism, because it could certainly be necessary to write another article about it. 
It is necessary, however, to remember that from an archaeological point-of-view, 
and because of her studies about the Goddess cult, her language and the 
civilisation which represented her, the Lithuanian Marija Gimbutas stands out. 
 
Born in Vilnius on January 23, 1921, in an upper class family, she followed from 
her childhood, studies about traditions and folklore of her land.  She attended a 
school, which was founded by her parents (both doctors, her father was interested 
in history and was also a publisher). They respected these tradition and formed an 
opposition to the Polish-Catholic schools that were everywhere in the country. 
 
It would be the folkloric and mythological imaginary of the Lithuanian inheritance, 
of very ancient origins, which inspired Marija in her interest about ancient times. 
 
After her father’s death, when she was only 15, she was devastated about this loss, 
and she began to study the funeral rituals before the Christianisation and got the 
first intuitions about the pre-historical idea of “re-generation”, where life and death 
are two faces of the same coin. At 16 years old, she participated in an ethnographic 
expedition and it would sharpen her knowledge of the Lithuanian traditions10. 
 
We can see that these are already very good basics for her future career as expert of 
ancient history, and in particular of the pre-history of her own land and, later, of 
Europe… a career which would be fully recognised only from 1949, when she finally 
moved to the United States, where she published her first books. 
 
One of the greatest merits of Gimbutas is certainly to have proposed an alternative 
vision of archaeology, different from the one that was already accepted from the 
most people, already going back a number of centuries. 
 
Gimbutas had a very interesting insight during her studies, about the sociological 
aspects: she was wondered if that “patriarchy” which it was for the women a 
synonym of negation of value, cancellation of memories, subordination in any 
aspect of life and finally expulsion from the sacred things, meant as an active role 
within the religions as a symbolic and cosmogonic role in Stories about the 
Creation”11, had always been present in human history, or maybe if it was the 
result of any “evolution” (or “involution”). 
 
It is remarkable that her archaeological excavations just began during a year when 
the need of ideals were no longer possible to contain in the patriarchy and in the 
capitalistic ideas, this was the year 1968. Her theory, which we will examine later, 

                                       
9 I hope that the representatives of these modern religious movements will not attack me, because of this very 
approximation of very beautiful systems, which have many deep spiritual and philosophical aspects. 
10 For a complete biography of Marija Gimbutas, I would advise the book “Signs out of time” of Luciana 
Percovich. 
11 “Signs out of time”, L. Percovich. 
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has a feministic accent, especially if we study her intuitions, connected to the 
cultural and religious dimensions of the pre-history Europe, also through a huge 
number of finds.  
 
We must say anyway, that the ideal motivations, in the works of Gimbutas, are 
secondary to the linguistic, anthropological and most of all archaeological aspects. 
After saying this, we can pay attention to the theory she formulated about the 
migrations of the Indo-Europeans, without expecting to be exhaustive about such a 
large and multiform subject, and without the intention of going very deep into 
details, theory which is much discussed between all historians and archaeologists. 
At a certain point of human history, all sources – archaeological and historical – 
inform us that around 3.500 BC the human race was shaken from raids of 
populations, of which we don’t know the origin, but which are generally indicated 
as Indo-Europeans, migrating from an “Urheimat”12, situated between the Urals 
and the river Danube, and superimposed to the Neolithic, pre-Indo-European 
civilisations, as military elites, imposing their social structures and their religions. 
 
We remember the end of Crete and her civilisation thanks to the Mycenaean 
conquer for example, while Gimbutas talks about the so called “Calcolitic invasion” 
of the “Labrys people”, to the detriment of a previous older European folk. 
 
Gimbutas identified the Europeans with a war culture of the Bronze age (6000-
4000 p.t.13), the Kurgan culture, so called starting from the characteristic burials 
(tumuli) where the local princes14 were buried, or the representatives of the 
“nobles”. 
 
This revolution, as she called it as the “theory of Kurgan”, was a revolution of 
prospects about the origins of the European culture, in a chronological sense, 
moving back into time at least for more than 5000 years (before the last ice-age – 
Willendorf and Laussel 27.000/17.000 p.t.) and also in the way we understand the 
word “civilisation”, which the most people thought to be collocated at the times of 
the wars and the glorious legends of heroes and gods of the Olympus. 
 
Her research moves from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age and iron-age 
(10.000/4000 p.t.).  Talking about this old-European culture, Gimbutas tells about 
a primitive Europe, discovered during the excavations of the decade 1968-1978 in 
the heart of Europe, in the Danube area, the Balkans and here and there also in 
Italy (Puglia and Sardinia). 
 
In this areas was a long, peaceful civilisation, marked from the common cult of a 
Great Mother Goddess, a divinity of birth, death and re-generation, organised in a 
matrilineal structure which gave the women and the priestess an enormous 
political and religious power. 
 
In a different way of the Kurgan, the burials of this civilisation had various forms: 
they don’t show traces of a real hierarchy of the societies: the burials are mostly 
shared from more individuals, never totally closed, even re-opened when needed15. 

                                       
12 Ur-heimat, Fatherland. 
13 P. t. = present time 
14 It is probable that this civilisation had a social organisation like the “chiefdom”. 
15 As we will see, for this culture the death is not a reason of an unnecessary pain, but it was also sacred as the 
birth, and the burials were also ceremonial places, where the Goddess of Death and Re-generation was 
worshipped, just like the ancestors, who had an enormous importance in old Europe, as it also was in more 
recent, different cultures. 
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In most cases they had the forms, which reminded the figure of the Goddess of 
simply her holy womb, from which everything comes and where everything must go 
back with the death. They were room-shaped burials or situated in a natural or 
artificial cave, and the walls were often painted inside with red or Ochre, which 
reminded of the colours of the liquid of the labour and of the menstrual blood.  
 
Later, with the well known “Indo-European migrations”, recognized from Gimbutas 
in the people she calls Kurgan16, we can see the end of the ancient European 
culture, devastated, especially in the area of the Black Sea, from the coming of 
population of Indo-European origin, who brought very different values and life-style. 
The Kurgan came with horses, iron weapons and a hierarchical, patriarchal 
structure founded on the war. 
 
Well, Gimbutas connects to this point of history the birth of the idea that for 
thousands of years that man is, because of his gender, stronger, more intelligent, 
more important, MORE par excellence than the woman, and that for a long time 
women would be oppressed and be subordinate to man.  
 
The Indo-European civilisation, which will migrate in waves in this period, will 
substitute the older culture without any 
difficulties, because they had always had a 
peaceful existence17 and were not able to defend 
themselves from the new comers. The cult of the 
Great Mother Goddess, which in her various 
aspects of birth, death and re-generation had 
chthonian connotations, is now changed into 
Uranic cults, dedicated mostly to male divinities, 
who only sometimes are accompanied from 
female, subordinated deities. 
 
From then on, the Goddess will take into account 
of these divinities, male and warriors, who will 
have the power to discuss about her supremacy, 
what never happened before. 
 
Analysing the various finds during her 
excavations, Gimbutas suggests a probable 
decodification of those aspect of the Mother 
Goddess, which appears as the focus of the ancient European civilisation. She will 
describe three basic aspects of the divinity. 
 
The Goddess of birth, giving life and fertility, bringing prosperity for the people, the 
animals and vegetation, protecting the labour and the children18, who was 
represented in a corpulent form, emphasizing the hips, the glutei and the breasts, 
anatomical body parts which are connected with the labour and fertility; only a 

                                       
16 As we already siad before, the Kurgan were big burials where the princes of this “new” civilisation were 
buried, together with their wives, concubines, slaves etc. 
17 There are not enough facts we can use as proof to testify a warriors organisation of the ancient european 
civilisation. 
18 We must always remember that the labour was a high-risk situation for the woman and the child, who were 
never sure to survive in an environment which was surely more hostile than a modern clinic. 
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Goddess with a large belly, voluptuous breasts and a remarkable vulva could 
assure the births and save them from any complications19. 
 
It is clear that only a Goddess, as being a woman, had the power to give birth, 
because for the ancient Europeans the gift of creation, the labour, was a property of 
the woman, while the role of the father was not always clear. 
 
The Goddess of death, who did not represent the end of existence but just a 
fundamental and necessary stage to go further with a constant and irreversible 
cycle, and who was represented in a different way from the previous one (mostly 
carved in bone or ivory), with a rigid posture, with big round eyes, similar to the 
birds of prey – sacred to her because they were connected to the rite of scarification 
(extreme body modification )20, often represented with a dangling tongue, as a 
foreseeing of the Gorgon of classical memory, image which gives fear and mystery, 
subjects connected to the other world, always kingdom of the unknown to the men, 
because what we don’t know we fear. 
 
Finally, strictly connected to the previous aspect, we have the Goddess of re-
generation, put near the symbol of the egg, meant as cosmic egg, bringer of life and 
birth. 
 
It is natural to bring back the concept of death and re-generation to what we said 
before: the death was often seen as fundamental stage before the re-birth: the 
illusive terror around the death was transforming itself into the gentle promise of a 
re-birth21. 
 
To give the reader a suggestion, I want to remember that we will read in the 
Bucolicae of Virgilius about a peculiar religious ritual, to obtain a swarm of bees for 
a good honey harvest: the BUGONIA, a bull sacrifice, from which’s flesh the honey 
bees would come into life (the bee and the bull are connected to each other since 
very ancient times, as it is evident in the picture of BUCEFALO, of the culture 
CUCUTENI, found in the valley of High Seret, Ucraina, 5700/5500 p.t.). 
 
Also some rites of the Thesmophories22 suggested the sacrifice of piglets, from 
which’s flesh were obtained nourishment for the fertility rituals of the earth. Their 
death as promise of re-birth for the earth and her fruits. 
 
One of the symbols connected with this aspect of the Goddess is the serpent, which 
when changing periodically his skin, is one of the best representatives of the re-
generation concept. 
 
The bear which every winter goes to sleep and wakes up in the summer, bringing 
cubs with her, was also identified with the image of the Goddess of death and re-

                                       
19 We can get a rather clear idea from this majestic Goddess, sitting on a throne (see picture above), with lions 
on both sides, giving birth to the child who comes out between her legs. She was found in a wheat container 
from the Sanctuary of Catal Huyuk, central Anatolia, Neolithic period (8000 years p.t.) 
20 During this peculiar funeral, the dead were not immediately buried, but exposed outside on special platforms, 
where the birds of prey deprived the body from the flesh, leaving only the bones. The removing of the flesh was 
considered necessary to complete the death process: after only the bones remained, the person could be buried 
and the second process could begin: the re-generation. 
21 This is a concept we find back in many ancient civilisations, as Mircea Elide also remembers (1954; 1991 
p.52), affirming that in all cultures we see an idea of periodic re-generation of life, even on the cosmologic level, 
supposing the repeat of the cosmogonic events. Life and time are cyclically re-generated. 
22 Ritual which we can find back, according to my personal archaeological experience, even in the Bronze Age, 
as the last theories testify within the context of the excavations by the Wells of Nova, nearby Monte Amiata, 
northern Latium, at the border with Tuscany). 
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generation: the hibernation was perceived as a symbolic death, premise to the 
summer wake, bringer of life. 
 
All these images of fertility, connected with the various aspects of the Goddess, are 
symbols of power, abundance and multiplication, and referred to the perpetration of 
life because they saved the forces as guarantee for the cycle, constantly threaten 
from death. 
 
The fertility symbols are also connected to the lunar cycle, similar to the menstrual 
cycle23, or to the seasons, representing the dying and reawakening of nature. As 
Gimbutas reminds us: “The Mother Earth arises as a young goddess in all her 
splendour at spring” and as the year goes by, she becomes an old wise witch at 
autumn, but her climax will be during the pregnancy between spring and summer, 
the moment when all creation will flourish.  
 
The male divinities are depicted as allegories of the vegetation spirits, which die and 
rises up cyclically… While the female deity was considered eternal24, the male 
divinity, connected to the vegetation, was born from the Goddess, grew up with her 
loving care and, as mature man, coupled with her at the beginning of spring, being 
father of himself, and dying at the beginning of winter (to be born again at Winter 
Solstice, as the many people following Wicca would like?). 
 
I think it will be useful, to go to the last aspect I wanted to 
write about in thisarticle, to mention another interesting 
work of Gimbutas: she tries, as forerunner of the archeo-
mythology, to create some parallelisms (we have a clear 
example in the final part of “The living Goddesses”) 
between the ancient-European cult of the Goddess and the 
female divinities of the later religious traditions, normally 
fitting in the pagan context. 
 
We must say that the figure of the Goddess evolved in 
many forms, certainly loosing her predominant role of Lady 
of the Universe and dealing mostly with being brought 
near the much more important male, most Uranic 
divinities, as a wife, sister or mate. To give a limit to our 
references we remember that we see Rhea beside Chronos, 
Hera beside Zeus, Freya beside Odin etc. 
 
It is true that the importance of the Goddess will continue 
to exist in all the periods of Paganism and pagan cults, 
with the figures of Athena, Artemis, Astarte, Demeter, 
Diana, Melusine, Arianrhod etc., all aspects of one and 
only initial archetype: the Goddess. 
 
The Mother Goddess, represented with the child since the Neolithic, will come 
through till nowadays with the image of Isis and the baby Horus, or the votive 
statues of Capua, also called Capuane and even with the image of the Virgin Mary, 

                                       
23 The moon was one of the most evident manifestations of the Goddess. Her cyclus represented the menstrual 
cycle of the divinity, and the priestesses, as all women, were mirrored into the Goddess who scanned the cyclic 
motions of her existence through the menstruation. 
24 The Goddess becomes mother after being a young girl, and then old, just transforming herself through the 
seasons, to renew herself at spring, never dying. 
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last bulwark of the female divinity in a patriarchal and monotheistic cult as 
Christianity.. 
 
The Goddess of Death will evolve in the figures of Astarte, of the Celtic Morrigan, to 
come to the far away goddess Kali, represented with wide open eyes, fangs and 
hanging tongue… 
 
We can at last remember the aspect of Re-generating Goddess in Persephone, who, 
after having been in the Hades with her husband, comes back at spring, bringing 
with her the re-birth of the earth (Demeter, her mother, wakes up full of joy), or the 
Sumerian Ishtar who goes into the Death Kingdom to ask Eriskegal the life of her 
brother Tammuz, who also comes back to life.. 
 
Just as the ancient Mother Goddess, these are all chthonic divinities, and they are 
seen as counterpart of their mates, brothers, lovers of husbands, which are 
represented as sky gods. 
 
The clever intuitions of the Lithuanian Gimbutas seems to us, as followers of the 
ancient cult, animated from something more than passion for archaeology. 
 
Brilliant archaeologist, sure she is, but who could say that she was also a witch? 
 
After leaving by the reader with this provocative question mark, I leave here also the 
bibliography, just in case one is interested in the sources which inspired this 
article, and I close it with the significant words of M. Gimbutas: “The intellectual 
inheritance of the western civilization goes back much more deeply into time than 
what we recognized before, to the ancient devotees of the Goddess who could think 
symbolically but also in abstract way”. 
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The Alexandrian Tradition, 
Interview with Maxine Sanders 

By Christopher Blackwell 
 

 
I was initiated into the Alexandrian Tradition back in the 1980s so this will be 
personally interesting in more than the usual ways. 
 
Maxine Sanders goes back to the beginning of the 
Alexandrian Tradition in the early 1960s. The 60s seem 
to be a mythical period at  least when I compare the 
documentaries with what I remember of the period. 
Then I assume there were as many 1960s as there were 
people that experienced it. 
 
When I e-mailed Maxine, she was kind enough to get 
back promptly and graciously gave her permission. It is 
always delightful to interview well-known and respected 
people and see what decent people many of them are. 
 
Christopher: You recently published an autobiography, 'Fire Child'. What was 
it like to go back over your own life and the beginnings with Alex and the 
tradition you two created in that period?  
 
Maxine: I had attempted writing an autobiography several years' ago; the title was 
'Dancing with Destiny'. It was rubbish. I had been going through a particularly dark 
period; the writing was a soul cleansing rather than a serious attempt of 
publishing. 
 
Writing 'Fire Child was easy; I had kept diaries from the time of my first Initiation 
into the Mysteries. 
 
I had been inspired to write 'Fire Child' after meeting the American Witches whose 
curiosity was refreshing and at times a little shocking to my English reserve. 
However, I felt they had a right to know; so much title tattle, gossip and distorted 
truth needed to be corrected. It was time to put the facts down regardless of 
personal sentimentality. 
 
It was strange reading the diaries; memory had distorted so many events, 
sometimes exaggerating them, sometimes omitting the more painful experiences. I 
did not linger over the diaries; the life of an Initiate can be dramatic but in the 
main, repetitive ritual, meditation and magical practices that would have bored the 
reader. In between my commitments of animal care and magical work, 'Fire Child' 
took under a year to write. I felt there was more that could be told, however, being 
bound to the laptop, my magical work was constantly calling me and when the last 
chapter was sent to the publisher, I was delighted. 
 
Writing and public speaking are not my forte; I am a Priestess loving the work and 
practice of magic and Witchcraft. Maybe, when I find magical workings or animal 
care too much, I will write a follow up, perhaps concentrating on my magical 
training and experiences. I still find it amazing how members of the Craft find time 
away from their magical Craft commitments to produce and publish their writings, 
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contribute articles to magazines and occult internet  forums. I suspect they are 
academic witches and ccultist.  
 
Christopher: Each has our own experience with the 1960s. How did it seem 
to you at the time?  
 

Maxine: The 1960s were a transition 
from a world of cruelty, fear and 
trepidation to the fulfilment of 
practicing the Sacred Mysteries. I think 
I rather missed the freedom aspects 
that most teenagers experienced during 
the sixties. The disciplines demanded of 
the Initiate made the world of 'Peace 
man' alien to me, although on 
reflection, Alex and I did seem to be 
amongst the lights of the time. It all felt 
a natural progression and even though 
there were times of emotional distress, 
the magic and the work of the Craft was 
so intense I did not want it to stop. It 

was a time of unconscious accumulation of magical experience and knowledge.  
 
Christopher: What was it like having the attention of the media, especially 
when its treatment could swing wildly from one extreme to another? 
 
Maxine: Alex was a naturally magical person who loved teaching the ways of magic 
and being part of a working Coven. He also thrived on media attention, his 
magnetic personality attracting students, academics, and inevitably, the paparazzi.  
 
I was convinced there were people with a vocation to enter into the realms of the 
Sacred Mysteries who needed to know that practitioners of Witchcraft existed; we 
were not made of thistledown.  
 
Alas, newspapermen and any type of journalist were a constant source of irritation 
to me.  
 
Alex always said yes when asked for an interview no matter what type of 
newspaper, magazine, TV, radio or film company. After giving interviews, the 
journalists' articles were titivating and many were an outright concoction of lies. 
Slowly, serious journalists started to write truthful articles, TV documentaries were 
made although it was a long time before we insisted on editorial rights or asked for 
a fee, which was always minute; we were not blasé or professional, we were sincere 
in our religious beliefs and practice. 
 
Eventually Alex did become rather outrageous in some of the documentaries; in 
retrospect, I believe this was the beginning of our separate ways. 
 
Christopher: Did being open about your religion carry its risks back then, 
even more than today?  

 
Maxine:  The first article appeared in a local paper called 'The Comet'; the day after 
the publication, I was stoned in the street; the persecution continued for several 
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years. Witches lost their jobs and their homes. Families turned their backs on 
previously  loved brothers and sisters. 
 
I believe those witches of the sixties had courage of their convictions; they helped 
bring about several dramatic changes in the law allowing freedom of worship etc. 
 
I also believe those witches who practiced their rites secretly, indeed many still do; 
were just as admirable; in that they kept their workings pure and away from the 
profane. I am torn in my opinion as to who were the wisest. 
 
Christopher:  Some seem to put the title High Priest or High Priestess in front 
of their names as though it were a cool title to decorate themselves with. In 
your opinion what are the basic requirements to being a High Priest or High 
Priestess? 
 
Maxine: There are many first degree Priests and Priestesses who have more 
knowledge, compassion and magic in their little toes than many of the egotistical 
who parade Witchcraft conferences stating they are just as ordinary as anyone else 
and then proceed to ask 'Do you know who I am' when treated indifferently. 
 
The requirements to achieve the rank of the High Priesthood are numerous. 
However, it is by their actions they are known and remembered. 
 
Christopher:  Did you and Alex ever have any real time to yourselves? 

 
Maxine: Alex and I shared a love of the Craft and each other. Then and since, the 
Craft has been predominant in my life. Being an Initiate of the Sacred Mysteries 
takes a commitment that often means sacrificing ordinary aspects of life. 
 
Christopher:  At what point did you decide to seek a different life for 
yourself and leave the teaching to younger Priestesses? 
 
Maxine: There is sometimes confusion with regard to the three aspects of the 
Goddess. In the main the Maiden is fit and capable and in preparation for 
motherhood. When the Crone comes into being, she has a different beauty from 
that of the Maiden and Mother. Aspiring to the natural cycle, the Craft follow her 
suit. It is not for the older priestess/teacher to deny youth their ability whilst she 
can take on a new role that uses her experience. For instance, she may advise on 
the dance and the more physical aspects of Craft work. The younger Priests and 
Priestesses have the ability to raise power via physical means, hence part of my 
reasoning that youth is by far the better teacher. 
 
Today, the Craft has been sanitized; it is rarely described as a fertility cult. Yet that 
is exactly how it was portrayed and practiced in the sixties when I was Initiated into 
its mysteries. The Craft is ever practical as are its priesthood who understand we 
are helpless against age and fate. I thoroughly enjoy being an Elder in Witchcraft 
and am delighted to pass on my experience to the future. 
 
Christopher; Why the countryside and why Wales? 
 
Maxine: I like living in Snowdonia although the cold and damp demand log burners 
and open ranges. My grandparents were Welsh.  
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Christopher:  What is it like to have privacy and peace and quiet at this point 
of your life? 
 
Maxine: I enjoy the isolation, although recently I have been asked to travel and talk 
about my experiences; this has enabled me to earn some money to pay the bills and 
more interestingly; I meet Initiates all over the world. I knew they were there, now I 
have pleasure in their company. 
 
Christopher: Now what have you planned for yourself? 
 
Maxine: Planning my future has never been successful; now I trust in the Universe. 
 
Christopher: How would you like Alex and you remembered?  

 
Maxine: Alex will be remembered for being the 'King of the 
Witches' and the work he did. 
 
I would hope to be remembered as a priestess of the 
Goddess dedicated to the work of Witchcraft.  
 
Christopher: Having been part of Wicca for so long 
and seen it develop and change, what is your opinion 
of how it has changed? What is good and what is not 
so good? 

 
Maxine:  Not only do I believe in Magic, I trust in the power 
of the circle in which I work. I also have confidence in 
Universal laws and truth. 
 
Change is constant and sometimes difficult to embrace. 
 
I do not like all the changes that are happening in the world of Witchcraft, although 
many are worthy of consideration. When they are workable it is good; if they do not 
work for me, I waste little energy persisting; this life is too short to suffer 
disappointment for long! 
 
I have never known the Craft not to be in the throes of change and diversity which 
is probably why it so joyous a practice. 
 
Christopher: How can our readers learn more about you, Alex, and the 
Alexandrian Tradition? 
 
Maxine: I am not sure how to answer that question. Alex and I thoroughly approved 
of the fact that every coven was independent, although that seems to be changing in 
some traditions of the Craft. The Craft I was initiated into, did not seek converts; I 
still subscribe to that philosophy.  
 
Being an Initiate of the Sacred Mysteries takes a dedication that necessitates 
forgoing ordinary aspects of life. Many believe they have a vocation and some are 
mistakenly accepted into the circle via Initiation. Not all Initiates penetrate the 
inner workings; some eventually realize their desire to live the ordinary life. This is 
usually because they find the self-discipline too demanding and the life of the 
priesthood not as they imagined. 
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The magic casts them aside without sentimentality. 
 
Most are unscarred by the experience but all who go through Initiation are prone to 
the activation of their inner centres at any time in seemingly inexplicable 
circumstances. Some are happy to become devoted servants of the circle even 
though they will never penetrate the mysteries. There are those who are hedge 
witches and not always in need of Initiation; their application of knowledge is highly 
respected.  Others consider they are hereditary yet have not received Initiation or 
training. All words and no magic!  
 
A coven or teacher who does not investigate the would-be Initiate's motive and goes 
ahead with the Initiation is irresponsible. Alex and I disagreed on this; he would say 
'Who am I to refuse Initiation'. 
 
Good old-fashioned covens want to initiate those with a vocation and magical 
potential; numbers make a crowd, not priesthood or a Witches' coven. The Tradition 
is not of particular importance. Although there are differences in every circle of the 
Craft the circle we are attracted to, usually have the keys to our individual 
spiritual/magical development. 
 
The Witch trains in methods of gaining direct contact with Universal energies that 
enable him/her to practice the Sacred Mysteries that allow us to experience strange 
realms of being separate from the ordinary and mundane.  
 
It is wise to 'know thyself' when entering the Temple of the Mysteries. A true 
vocation will not be denied the Sacred Mysteries, although the path of the Initiate is 
not always easy to traverse. 
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Moon Lore 
by Rev. Timothy Harley 

[1885] 
 

III. LUNAR ECLIPSES 
                                                                      
All round the globe, from time 
immemorial, those periodic phenomena 
known as solar and lunar eclipses have 
been occasions of mental disquietude and 
superstitious alarm.  

We will now produce a number of 
testimonies to show how these lunar 
eclipses have been viewed among the 
various races of the earth in ancient and 
modern times.  

The Chaldæans were careful observers of 
eclipses, and Berosus believed that when 
the moon was obscured she turned to us 
her dark side. Anaximenes said that her mouth was stopped. Plato, Aristotle, the 
Stoics, and the Mathematicians said that she fell into conjunction with the bright 
sun. Anaxagoras of Clazomenæ (born B.C. 499) was the first to explain the eclipse 
of the moon was caused by the shadow of the earth cast by the sun. But he was as 
one born ahead of his time.  

Grimm writes: One of the most terrible phenomena to heathens was an eclipse of 
the sun or moon, which they associated with a destruction of all things and the end 
of the world. I may safely assume that the same superstitious notions and practices 
attend eclipses among nations ancient and modern. The Indian belief is that a 
serpent eats up the sun and moon when they arc eclipsed, or a demon devours 
them. To this day the Hindus consider that a giant lays hold of the luminaries and 
tries to swallow them. The Chinese call the solar eclipse zhishi (solis devoratio), the 
lunar yueshi (lunæ devoratio), and ascribe them both to the machinations of a 
dragon. Nearly all the populations of Northern Asia hold the same opinion. The 
Finns of Europe, the Lithuanians, and the Moors in Africa, have a similar belief.  

Flammarion says: Among the ancient nations,  people used to come to the aid of the 
moon by making a confused noise with all kinds of instruments, when it was 
eclipsed. It is even done now in Persia and some parts of China, where they fancy 
that the moon is fighting with a great dragon, and they think the noise will make 
him loose his hold and take to flight. Among the East Indians they have the same 
belief that when the sun and the moon are eclipsed, a dragon is seizing them, and 
astronomers who go there to observe eclipses are troubled by the fears of their 
native attendants, and by their endeavours to get into the water as the best place 
under the circumstances. Some of the tribes of American Indians speak of the moon 
as hunted by huge dogs, catching and tearing her till her soft light is reddened and 
put out by the blood flowing from her wounds. To this day in India the native beats 
his gong, as the moon passes across the sun's face, and it is not so very long ago 
that in Europe both eclipses and rushing comets were thought to show that 
troubles were near.   

Captain Beeckman gives an amusing story of an eclipse in Cantongee, in the island 
of Borneo, on the 10th of November, 1714. We sat very merry till about eight at 
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night, when, preparing to go to bed, we heard all on a sudden a most terrible 
outcry, mixed with squealing, halloing, whooping, firing of guns, ringing and 
clattering of gongs or brass pans, that we were greatly startled, imagining nothing 

less but that the city was 
surprised by the rebels. I ran 
immediately to the door, where I 
found my old fat landlord roaring 
and whooping like a man raving 
mad. This increased my 
astonishment, and the noise was 
so great that I could neither be 
heard, nor get an answer to know 
what the matter was. At last I 
cried as loud as possibly I could 
to the old man to know the 
reason of this sad confusion and 
outcry, who in a great fright 

pointed up to the heavens, and said, 'Look there; see, the devil is eating up the 
moon!' I was very glad to hear that there was no other cause of their fright but their 
own ignorance. It was only a great eclipse of the moon. I smiled, and told him that 
there was no danger; that in a little while the moon would be as well as ever. 
Whereupon, catching fast hold of my sleeve, as I was returning to bed, he asked me 
if I was sure on't (for they take us white men to be very wise in those matters). I 
assured him I was, and that we always knew many years before when such a thing 
would happen; that it proceeded from a natural cause, according to the course and 
motion of the sun and moon, and that the devil had no hand in it. After the eclipse 
was over, the old man, being not a little rejoiced, took me in.    

Thucydides tells us that an eclipse of the moon delayed the departure of the 
expedition against the Syracusans. The preparations were made, and they were on 
the point of sailing, when the moon, being just then at the full, was eclipsed. The 
mass of the army was greatly moved, and called upon the generals to remain. Nicias 
himself, who was too much under the influence of divination and omens, refused 
even to discuss the question of their removal until they had remained thrice nine 
days, as the soothsayers prescribed. This was the reason why the departure of the 
Athenians was finally delayed.  

At any eclipse of the moone, the Romanes would take their brazen pots and pannes, 
and beat them, lifting up many torches and linckes lighted, and firebrandes into the 
aire, thinking by these superstitious meanes to reclaime the moone to her light.  

In the Edda, an ancient collection of Scandinavian poetry, embodying the national 
mythology, Managarmer is the monster who sometimes swallows up the moon, and 
stains the heaven and the air with blood. Here, says M. Mallett, we have the cause 
of eclipses; and it is upon this very ancient opinion that the general practice is 
founded, of making noises at that time, to fright away the monster, who would 
otherwise devour the two great luminaries.   

Finally, to close this chapter, students of sacred prophecy may still elect to deem 
these purely natural occurrences as supernatural, but the truth will remain, in 
spite of their misconceptions, that eclipses of the moon have no concern with the 
moral destiny of mankind. 
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Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune Telling 
by Charles Godfrey Leland 

[1891] 
 

CHAPTER VIII 
ROUMANIAN AND TRANSYLVANIAN SORCERIES AND SUPERSTITIONS, 

CONNECTED WITH THOSE OF THE GYPSIES 

In her very interesting account of Roumanian superstitions, Mrs. E. GERARD (The 
Land Beyond the Forest), finds three distinct sources for them firstly, the 
indigenous, which seems to have been formed by or adapted to the wild and 
picturesque scenery and character of the country; secondly, those derived from the 
old German customs and beliefs brought by the so-called Saxon, in reality Lower 
Rhenish colonists; and thirdly, the influence of the gypsies, themselves a race of 
fortune-tellers and witches. All these kinds of superstition have twined and 
intermingled, acted and reacted upon one another so that in many cases it becomes 
a difficult matter to determine the exact parentage of some particular belief or 
custom. 

In all probability the oldest sorcery of all was entirely concerned with driving out 
devils and injuring enemies—just as most of the play of small boys runs to fighting 
or the semblance of it, or as the mutual relations of most animals in the lower 
stages consist of devouring one another. This was the very beginning of the 
beginnings, and it would be really marvellous that so much of it has survived were 
it not that there still exists a great outer circle of human darkness, and that this 
darkness may be found in thousands of varying shadows even in the brightest sun 
of modern life.  

Of all people living in Europe the peasantry of Italy and Sicily and the gypsies seem 
to have retained most of this Shamanism and witchcraft, and as the latter have 
been for centuries its chief priests, travelling here and there disseminating it, we 
may conclude that even where they did not originate it they have been active in 
keeping the old faith alive. In Roumania, where the gypsy is called in to conjure on 
all occasions, people believe themselves to be surrounded by whole legions of devils, 
witches, and goblins. There is scarcely a day or hour in which these bad spirits 
have not power, and a whole complicated system, about as laborious as the 
mastering an unknown language, is required in order to teach an unfortunate 
peasant to steer clear of the dangers by which he supposes himself to be beset. 

On Wednesday and Friday no one should use needle or scissors, bake bread, or sow 
flax. No bargain should ever be concluded on a Friday, and Venus, here called 
Paraschiva, to whom this day is sacred, punishes all infractions of the law. There 
was among the Wends a flax-goddess, Pscipolnitza, and the shears as emblematic 
of death are naturally antipathetic to Venus, the source of life. Whether Mars has 
anything in common with Mors I know not, but in Roumania he is decidedly an evil 
spirit of death, whence Marti, or Tuesday, is one, when spinning is positively 
prohibited (here we have Venus again), and washing the hands and combing the 
hair are not unattended with danger. Whence it appears that the devil agrees with 
not a few saints in detesting neatness of the person. And as it is unlucky to wash 
anything on Saturday, or to spin on Thursday, or to work in the fields on Thursday 
between Easter and Pentecost. Add to this that, as in Russia, more than half the 
days in the year are Saints' days, or fast days or festivals on which it is unlucky to 
work at all. This belief in holy days which bring ill-luck to those who work on them, 
which is still flourishing in every country in the world, goes back to ancient times. A 
distinct difference is here to be observed however between naturally resting from 
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work—on certain days, which is of course an inherent instinct in all mankind, and 
the declaring such rest to be obligatory, and its infraction punishable by death, 
disaster, and bad luck, and still more the increasing such Sabbaths to such an 
extent as to interfere with industry, or the turning them into fast days or Saints' 
days with observances.  

Superstitions 

There is always a treasure to be found where the first swallow is seen. Among the 
Romans when it was observed one ran to the nearest fountain and washed his eyes, 
and then during the whole year to come, the swallows will carry away all your 
complaints of the eyes. 

The skull of a horse over the gate of a courtyard, or the bones of fallen animals 
buried under the doorstep are preservatives against ghosts. In Roman architecture 
the skulls of oxen, rams, and horses continually occur as a decoration, and they are 
used as charms to-day in Tuscany. Black fowls are believed to be in the service of 
witches The skull of a ram placed at the boundary of a parish in Roumania keeps 
off disease from cattle; it was evidently a fetish in all ages. In Slavonian, Esthonian, 
and Italian tales black poultry occur as diabolical—to appease the devil a black 
cock must be sacrificed.  

A cow that has wandered away will be safe from witches if the owner sticks a pair of 
scissors or shears in the centre crossbeam of the dwelling-room. The Folk-lore of 
shears is extensive; FRIEDRICH derives it from the cutting of the threads of life by 
the Fates. Thus Juno appears on a Roman coin been the handmaid of the Virgin 
Mary, and to have stolen her scissors, for which reason she was turned into a 
bird—the swallow's tail being supposed to resemble that article. Gypsies in England 
use the shears in incantations. 

It is very dangerous to point at a rainbow or an approaching thunderstorm. 
Probably the devil who here guides the whirlwind or directs the storm regards the 
act as impolite. He punishes those who thus indicate the rainbow by a gnawing 
disease. Lightning is averted by sticking a knife in a loaf of bread and spinning the 
two on the floor of the loft of the house while the storm lasts. The knife appears not 
only in many gypsy spells, but in the Etruscan-Florentine magic. 

The legends of Donidaniel and the College of Sorcery in Salamanca appear in the 
gypsy Roumanian Scholomance, or school which exists somewhere far away deep in 
the heart of the mountains, where the secrets of nature, the language of animals, 
and all magic spells are taught by the devil in person.  

Whoever turns three somersaults the first time he hears thunder will be free from 
pains in the back during the twelvemonth. It may be said that it is most unlikely 
that any person who is capable of putting it in practice should suffer with such 
pains. 

To be free from headache rub the forehead with a piece of iron or stone. This may 
be a presage of the electric cure or of that by metallic tractors. 

It is unfortunate in all Catholic countries to meet with a priest or nun, especially 
when he or she is the first person encountered in the morning. In Roumania this is 
limited to the Greek popa. But to be first met by a gypsy on going forth is a very 
fortunate omen indeed. According to a widely-spread and ancient belief it is also 
very lucky to meet with any woman of easy virtue—the easier the better. This is 
doubtless derived from the ancient worship of Venus, and the belief that any thing 
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or person connected with celibacy and chastity, such as a nun, is unlucky. It would 
appear from this that the Roumanians, or their gypsy oracles, have formed an 
opinion that their own popas are strictly abstinent as regards love, while Protestant 
priests marry and are accordingly productive. Why the Catholic clergy are included 
with the latter is not at all clear. It is lucky also to meet a gypsy at any time, and 
doubtless this belief has been well encouraged by the Romany. 

Likewise, it is lucky to meet with a woman carrying a jug full of water, etc., but 
unlucky if it be empty. So in the New Testament the virgins whose lamps were full 
of oil received great honour. The lamp was an ancient symbol of life; hence it is very 
often found covered with aphrodisiac symbols or made in Phallic forms. It is barely 
possible that common old popular simile of Not by a jug-full—meaning not by a 
great deal—is derived from this association of a full vessel with abundance. 

It is a Roumanian gypsy custom to do homage to the Wodna zena, or Water-woman 
(Hungarian gypsy, Nivashi), by spilling a few drops of water on the ground after 
filling a jug, and it is regarded as an insult to offer drink without observing this 
ceremony. A Roumanian will never draw water against the current (also as in the 
Hungarian gypsy charms), as it would provoke the water-spirit. If water is drawn in 
the nighttime, whoever does so must blow three times over the brimming jug, and 
pour a few drops on the coals. 

The mythology of the Roumanians agrees with that of the gypsies. In deep pools of 
water lurks the dreadful balaur or Wodna muz—i.e., the Waterman (Muz is both 
gypsy and Slavonian) who lies in wait for victims. In every forest lives the mama 
padura, or weshni dye—the forest mother—who is believed to be benevolent to 
human beings, especially towards children who have lost their way in the wood. But 
the Panusch is an amorous spirit who, like the wanton satyrs of old, haunts the 
silent woodland shades, and lies in wait for helpless maids. Surely this is a 
corruption of great Pan, who is not dead after all, but merely banished to the land 
beyond the forest. 

A curious book might be written on the efficacy of nakedness in witch-spells. In 
some places in Roumania there is a spirit always naked (at least appearing such), 
who requires a new suit of clothes every year. These are given by the inhabitants of 
the district haunted by such an elf, who on New Year's Night lay them out in some 
place supposed to be frequented by him or her. 

In 1866, in a Wallachian village in the district of Bihar, to avert the cholera, six 
youths and maidens, all quite naked, traced with a ploughshare a furrow round 
their village to form a charmed circle over which the disease could not pass. 

When the land is suffering from long droughts the Roumanians ascribe it to the 
gypsies, who by occult means make dry weather in order to favour their own trade 
of brickmaking. When the necessary rain cannot be obtained by beating the guilty 
Tziganes, the peasants resort to the Papaluga, or Rain-maiden. For this they strip a 
young gypsy girl stark-naked, and then cover her up in flowers and leaves, leaving 
only the head visible. Thus adorned the Papaluga, or Miss jack-in-the-Green, is 
conducted with music round the village, every person pouring water on her as she 
passes. When a gypsy girl cannot be had, or the Tziganes are supposed to be 
innocent, a Roumanian maiden may be taken. This custom is very widely spread. 
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What is Shamanism? Shamanic Journeys through Daghestan 

By Michael Berman BA, MPhil, PhD 
 

In a strange region he scales steep slopes 
Far from his friends he cuts a lonely figure… 

So momentous are his travels among the mountains 
To tell just a tenth would be a tall order 

 
These lines from Sir Gawain and the Green Knight could also be used to describe 
the way of the shaman, because he/she lives a life apart from other too, and has 
difficulty in conveying in words just what it is that he/she experiences when 
journeying into other realities. Perhaps this is why the accounts of such journeys 
were often turned into folktales, as it was the only way to make them both 
understandable and acceptable to people not familiar with the landscapes to be 
found and experiences to be had in such worlds.   Shamanic Journeys through 
Daghestan, published by O-Books in 2009, is full of such stories. 
 
So what is shamanism? We could simply say that what shamans practise, whether 
they call themselves indigenous, urban or neo-shamans, is what shamanism is, but 
this would just be avoiding the question and would be of little help to anyone. 
Instead, the following definition is proposed:  
 
A shaman is understood to be someone who performs an ecstatic (in a trance state), 
imitative, or demonstrative ritual of a séance (or a combination of all three), at will 
(in other words, whenever he or she chooses to do so), in which aid is sought from 
beings in (what are considered to be) other realities generally for healing purposes 
or for divination–both for individuals and / or the community. 
 
As for the practice of shamanism, it is understood to encompass a personalistic 
view of the world, in which life is seen to be not only about beliefs and practices, 
but also about relationships–how we are related, and how we relate to each other. 
In shamanism the notion of interdependence is the idea of the kinship of all life, the 
recognition that nothing can exist in and of itself without being in relationship to 
other things, and therefore that it is insane for us to consider ourselves as 
essentially unrelated parts of the whole Earth (Halifax in Nicholson, (comp.), 1987, 
p.220). And through neurotheology, this assertion so often heard expressed in neo-
shamanic circles that all life is connected, can now be substantiated. This is 
because it has been shown that during mystical ecstasy (or its equivalent, 
entheogenic shamanic states [states induced by ingesting hallucinogens]), the 
individual experiences a blurring of the boundaries on the ego and feels at one with 
Nature; the ego is no longer confined within the body, but extends outward to all of 
Nature; other living beings come to share in the ego, as an authentic communion 
with the total environment, which is sensed as in some way divine (Ruck, Staples, 
et al., 2007, p.76). 
 
Traditionally it was the role of the shaman to maintain the equilibrium of the 
community he / she represented by focussing on the interrelationships within it 
and resolving any discord there may have been.  The neo-shaman, on the other 
hand, tends to work within in a much wider community where not everyone shares 
the same practices and beliefs. Consequently, his or her work is generally more 
concerned with helping individuals rather than the community. 
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Shamanic Journeys Through Daghestan  
By Michael Berman BA, MPhil, PhD 
[978-1-84694-225-9] £14.99 October 2009 
 
ENDORSEMENTS AND REVIEWS: 
 
By gathering and reproducing en bloc the various stories 
contained in this book, Michael Berman does a valuable service in 
that he reminds us of the rich and variegated religious-cultural 
heritage of the Daghestani peoples. For rendering otherwise 
dispersed source materials readily accessible in a single volume, 

this book is to be congratulated. ... I greatly enjoyed each of the stories contained in 
this book, just as I very much appreciated Michael Berman’s interpretation of them. 
I trust you will too. - Dr Andrew Dawson, Lancaster University, UK 
 
An engrossing and enlightening journey into a fascinating country and 
genre. The stories are skillfully narrated and critiqued in a manner that retains 
their original vigour while making them accessible to a reader unacquainted with 
the tradition. This is storytelling at its most insightful and potent. - Wayne Rimmer 
PhD, teacher trainer & Director of Studies at International House in Moscow. 
 
Michael Berman draws upon his extensive experience as a storyteller to 
bring to life the fascinating shamanic traditions of the little-known Daghestani 
people. - Bob Trubshaw, author, photographer and Commissioning Editor of Heart 
of Albion Press. 
 
Michael Berman understands better than most the power of the stories that make 
our world. In this, his latest study of shamanic narratives, he takes his skill in 
elucidating the unity in diversity to the mountains of Daghestan - and comes back 
to everyday reality with some real treasures to share. - Julienne Ford PhD, formerly 
a lecturer at Middlesex University and the founder of the publishing company 
Superscript. 
 
In the shallowness of an unsettling time that equates myths with lies, and from a 
region, between the Black and Caspian Seas, where such a mixture of peoples 
hangs on to ancient traditions and the proud idiosyncrasies of its own languages, 
Berman’s wide-reading and passion for the shamanic roots of stories (still being 
told) make for a disturbing vision of what the human race (in the grip of glib 
authoritarian pressures) no longer wants to face in itself. These stories have been 
hammered out of a harsh landscape, and break the bounds of all comfortable 
behaviour. They find their truth where reality stops; but they also expose, in the 
layers of their building, influences of folk-lore elsewhere. Berman is most interested 
in their shamanic echoes, but they are also a pared-down revelation of Daghestan 
itself, the rich residue of its history and culture, and a compliment to its hard-
bitten, gnarled, but generous and perceptive grasp of the paradoxes of human 
nature. - R.G. Gregory, author and founder of Word in Action, a travelling theatre 
company that has performed all over the world. 
 
All intellectuals driven by nationalist sentiments directly or indirectly are always 
preoccupied with searching for the most ancient roots of their budding nations in 
order to ground their compatriots in particular soil and to make them more 
indigenous (Znamenski, 2007, p.28). In Daghestan, as in the neighbouring 
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countries of Georgia, Chechnya, and Azerbaijan, these roots lie in shamanism and 
the stories in this collection clearly show this to be the case. 
 
Known as the land of the mountains, Dagestan lies immediately north of the 
Caucasus Mountains, and stretches for approximately 250 miles along the west 
shore of the Caspian Sea. With its mountainous terrain making travel and 
communication difficult, Daghestan is still largely tribal and, unlike in most other 
parts of Russia, the population (2,576,531 in 2002) is rapidly growing. Despite over 
a century of Tsarist control followed by seventy years of repressive Soviet rule, there 
are still 32 distinct ethnic groups, each with its own language, and with so many 
indigenous ethnic groups, Daghestan is unquestionably the most complex of the 
Caucasian republics. The histories and stories of the elders provide the people with 
evidence of who their ancient ancestors were. This book, one of only a handful 
available in English on the country, contains both the texts of some of the tales and 
commentaries on them, focusing in particular on their shamanic elements. 
 
Michael Berman BA, MPhil, PhD, works as a teacher and a writer. Publications 
include The Power of Metaphor for Crown House, and The Nature of Shamanism 
and the Shamanic Story for Cambridge Scholars Publishing. Shamanic Journeys 
through Daghestan and Shamanic Journeys through the Caucasus are both due to 
be published in paperback by O-Books in 2009, and a resource book for teachers 
on storytelling - In a Faraway Land - will be coming out in 2010. Michael has been 
involved in teaching and teacher training for over thirty years, has given 
presentations at Conferences in more than twenty countries, and hopes to have the 
opportunity to visit many more yet. For more information please visit 
www.Thestoryteller.org.uk       
 

 
 
Book reviews by Morgana   
 

The Apophenion – A Chaos Magic Paradigm 
by Peter J. Carroll 
Mandrake of Oxford ISBN 9-78169-928650. See also 
www.mandrake.uk.net 
 
This is Peter’s first book since 1995 (PsyberMagick). During his 
absence he has spent a number of years working out some “of 
his notes” – as he fondly refers to his earlier books – and “The 
Apophenion” is the result.  
 
He writes “Apophenia means finding pattern or meaning where 
others don’t. Feelings of revelation and ecstasis usually 

accompany it. It has some negative connotations in psychological terminology when 
it implies finding meaning or pattern where none exists; and some positive ones 
when it implies finding something important, useful, or beautiful. It thus links 
creativity and psychosis, genius and madness.” 
 
As he explains in the introduction, in each chapter he takes a look at the way we 
understand how the world works, ruthlessly destroys it, and then offers an 
alternative. He kills the idea of being, the self, consciousness, literal truth, 
unilateral time, the Big Bang theory, and transcendence; he speaks of 
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Panpsychism, the Multimind, Neopantheism and a plethora of other ideas that we 
might have already heard of, but most certainly not in this context.  
 
Carroll takes ideas that already exists, then puts them through his mind in new 
and exciting ways which inevitably alters our perception of magic forever. This book 
however has the added value of being understandable for those few of us without 
Masters degrees in Physics, Mathematics, Astronomy and Philosophy. Whilst the 
book was being written it was analysed and reviewed on the go by the wonderful 
people at the Arcanorium College (http://www.arcanoriumcollege.com), so there 
was plenty of feedback.” 
 
And indeed this has made the book a pleasure to read. Peter’s dry British humour 
helps us to understand in real terms some very complex theories. For many pagans 
and witches his chapter “Neopantheism – DIY religion” is illuminating. He describes 
8 themes which “seem to characterise the emerging Neopantheism” including the 
feminine perspective, belief and intent, personal narrative and Mythos.  
 
Julian Vayne, a fellow Chaos Magician writes: “Algebra explodes across the 
appendices of the book scattering the non-mathematicians towards the Epilogue 
where things are nicely rounded off in laypersons terms. The truth may well be that 
we live in vorticitating hypersphere with three dimensional time that, as the author 
beautifully asserts, "...invites us to become apprentice gods." The very fact that I 
can now say 'vorticitating hypersphere' and know what that means is a testament 
to the authors explicatory powers.” 
 
Highly recommended to those who want to know more about current magical 
theory.  
 
 

The Nature of Shamanism and the Shamanic Story 
By Michael Berman BA, MPhil, PhD 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing ISBN 9781847183569 
 
Wiccan Rede readers will recognise Michael’s name as the author 
of a few articles about Azerbaijan and Ossetia. As Shamanic 
teacher and storyteller Michael has first hand knowledge of the 
folks of the Caucasus.  
 
I enjoyed reading this book because for once this isn’t a book 
arguing for Shamanism  ‘as the next best thing to apple pie’, but 

a sober look into the roots of Shamanism. The chapter Shamanism – A Religion. A 
Way of Life, or a Methodology? is particularly interesting. Shamanism – like Wicca – 
seems to have suffered something of a process of sanitization, as if, for example, 
using hallucinogenic drugs somehow ‘degenerated’ the whole practice.  
 
Michael continues by using a number of stories to illustrate Shamanic journeys to 
Lower, Middle and Upper World. One is perhaps a surprising choice – the Shamanic 
Story of Jonah but as Michael writes it is the universality of its appeal.  He also 
uses stories from Georgia, Germany and Korea to illustrate how mythology, sagas 
and folktales can provide us with inner or Shamanic journeys. In fact he later 
devotes a chapter on the Parallels between the Shaman and the Storyteller. Many 
Pagans will recognise the importance of the oral tradition Michael is describing. And 
how we all need to be adept storytellers.  
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Contact us ! 
 

On a national level, each country has a National Coordinator. This is the person 
you should write to with all your questions and you should keep him/her informed 
of changes of address or e-mail! If you cannot contact your National Coordinator, 
you can contact the International Coordinator. 

 
International Coordinator: Morgana 

PO Box 473, 3700 AL Zeist, THE NETHERLANDS 
Morgana@paganfederation.org 

 
Magazine Pagan World 

Diana Aventina, Begijnenstraat 44, 3290 Diest, BELGIUM 
diana@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Australia): Andrew 

PO Box 477, Keyneton, VIC 3444, AUSTRALIA 
andrew@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Austria): Jeff & Vernon 

jeff@paganfederation.org  vernon@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (Belgium):  Maya 
Tuyaertsstraat 61, 2850 BOOM, BELGIUM 

maya@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (Canada): Oakwyndhr and Nuhyn  
PO Box 986, Tavistock, ON N0B 2R0, CANADA 

nuhyn@paganfederation.org 
oakwyndhr@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Czech Republic): Cody & Joska  

Czech@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (France): Syd 
c/o Les Ateliers du Sydhe, 46 ter rue Ste Catherine 

45000 Orleans, FRANCE 
Syd@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Germany): Caesaja 

Zum Nordhang 3  
58313 HERDECKE, GERMANY 
caesaja@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Hungary): Saddie 

saddie@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (Italy): Elaphe 
elaphe@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (The Netherlands): Morgana & Lady Bara 

PO Box 473, 3700 AL Zeist, THE NETHERLANDS 
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Morgana@paganfederation.org 
ladybara@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Panama): Artemisa  

Leizel Verbel, 0830-00352 Panamá, Republica de Panama 
Leizel@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Poland): Rawimir 

rawimir@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International Portugal: Isobel Andrade & Jose Ferreira 
APARTADO 13 - Oeste Litoral, 2564 - 909 St.Cruz, PORTUGAL 

Isobel@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (Romania): Leia 
leija@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (Scandinavia and Finland): The Morrighan  

c/o Kraka Gustafsson, Glidflyktsgatan 2, 128 33 Skarpnäck, SWEDEN 
The_Morrighan@paganfederation.org 

 
PF International (South Africa): Damon Leff 

damon@paganfederation.org  
 

PF International (South America): Nero 
Caixa Postal 448, Porto Alegre RS, 90001-970, BRAZIL 

Nero@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (Spain) : Aitziber & Werty 
C/Ventura Rodriguez nº 9 10º 3ª, 08035 Barcelona, SPAIN 

werty@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (Turkey): Birkan 
PO Box 473, 3700 AL Zeist, THE NETHERLANDS 

 Birkan@paganfederation.org 
 

PF International (USA): Link 
6538 Collins Avenue, #255, Miami Beach, FL 33141 USA 

link@paganfederation.org 
 

PFI UK representative: Anders 
anders@paganfederation.org 

 
PFI UK Interfaith representative : Raven 

raven@paganfederation.org 
 

PFI Asia representative: Ikari 
ikari@paganfederation.org 

 

Articles for Pagan World are always welcome, in any language!  
Please send your articles by email  

to Diana Aventina: paganworld@paganfederation.org  


